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Explaining Rights and Responsibilities Worksheet 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adapted from Net NM Adult Services (1999). “Person Centered Plan to Explain Rights”. Rights and Advocacy.  

1. Relevant right and responsibilities 

2. Important factors to consider 

3. Support strategies 

5. Ways to check for comprehension 

4. Follow-up steps 
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The “Right” Worksheet 
Some Specific Rights What are some health & 

safety risks associated with 
this right? 

Because of these health & 
safety risks what are some 

ways others may violate this 
right? 

What are at least three ways 
to support the person’s 

right and still ensure health 
& safety? 

“The right to own, use, and control real 
property and possessions” 

   

“The right to have privacy, including both 
periods of privacy and places to privacy” 

   

“The right to engage in consensual sexual 
activity, except sexual activity defined as 
sexual abuse” 

   

“The right to manage his or her financial 
affairs…” 

   

“The right to procreate and to parent or not to 
procreate” 

   

“The right to consent to or refuse medical 
treatment, medical services, and other forms 
of habilitation services or supports…” 
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Greg’s Case Scenario 
Greg is a 52 years old gentleman who lives in his home with roommates for the 
past 10 years. He gets along with all his roommates, but particularly enjoys 
spending time with his roommate Paul. Greg’s sister is his guardian and she 
come to visit him every few weeks.  

Greg has engaged in some challenging behaviors in the past which have led the 
team to implement several rights restrictions. Greg set fire to his home three 
times in the past. He took things like lighters or matches whenever and 
wherever he found them. His behavioral support plan directs staff to search 
Greg and his belongings every hour and every time he changes the 
environment. The team has also restricted his right to privacy by installing a 
window in his bedroom door. The past fires were started with one match in his 
bedroom.  

2. Who need to approve the plan and how often? 

1. What should the teams discuss when considering Greg’s right restriction?  
 
What right(s) are being restricted? 
 
 
Is it possible to restrict only part of the right? 
 
 
 
What is the justification for considering a rights restriction? 
 
 
 
What less restrictive measures would you attempt?  
 
 
 
What training and supports does Greg need where the right restriction may no 
longer be necessary? 
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Decision-Making Worksheet 
 

 

 

 

   

 

     

   

   

   

  

    

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

Source: Adapted from Ibanez, B (1998). “5 Parts of Choice Making – Job Tool. “Pre-Service Training track

1.) What decisions need to be made? 

2.) Identify options 3.) Consider possible 
outcomes 

4.) Evaluate possible 
outcomes 

5.) Final Decision Next Steps 

 Action        Person Responsible  
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Maria’s Case Scenario 
Maria is 73 years old and lives with an elderly housemate that she chose. Maria 
is her own guardian. They both receive residential services through the DDW. 
As a result of a previous stroke, Maria uses limited verbal speech. She works on 
a very part-time basis entering data at an insurance agency. Maria tries to 
maintain her health by taking a walk three times a week. Maria has an advanced 
directive in place regarding her treatment if she becomes unable to make health 
care decisions. She has chosen not to have a ‘Do Not Resuscitate” order.  

Recently, Maria stopped initiating walks and began hitting anyone who tries to 
make her walk. She also began standing up and yelling after briefly sitting at 
work. A residential support staff is requesting a referral to a psychiatrist as 
Maria’s behavior is escalating and they suspect dementia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) List information that you and other team members would want to collect in 
making this assessment? 

1.) What is the first thing the team should assess for when there are changes in a 
person’s behavior? 

3.) What should you and other team members do if Maria refuses to see a 
psychiatrist? 
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Abel’s Case Scenario 
Abel is a 60 year old man who recently moved out of his elderly parent’s home 
to live on his own. Abel likes to talk to people and likes to tell jokes. Abel’s 
vision is to become an actor or disc jockey. He has a paid position working a 
local radio station. He also has a role in a play his church is performing. Abel is 
his own guardian and has a diagnosis of Down Syndrome.  

You are supporting Abel to go to his primary care physician for his annual 
health checkup, which includes medical history for the last year, a physical 
exam, and lap testing for his thyroid. Abel likes his doctor and is cheerful about 
the visit. However, when the doctor tells him he needs a flu shot, Abel balks 
and says, “No more shots!”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.) Can Abel refuse to have the shot? Why or why not? 

 

2.) Who is the healthcare decision maker in this case? 

 

3.) Can you “make him” take the shot? 

4.) How would you assist Abel arrange his appointments and communicating his 
concerns about the shot to his doctor?  

 

5.) How would you support Abel’s decision, follow up on treatment orders, and 
communicate health information to other team members? 
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Sarah’s Case Scenario 
Sarah is 37 years old and lives with two other women in a house they all rent 
together. Sarah uses a speech synthesizer as well as uses non-verbal 
communication with people who have learned her communication dictionary. 
Sarah has a zest for life, especially when she is feeling well. She is outgoing and 
loves to make people laugh. Sarah loves to go to the mall and shop. Sarah has a 
full guardian who she is especially close to and visits her often.   
She has a well-controlled seizure disorder, severe spastic quadriparesis due to 
arrested hydrocephalus, and needs support in eating, dressing, and getting in 
and out of her wheelchair. Sarah has a history of urinary tract infection. The 
team has helped her consider options for her health and she does not have a 
“Do Not Resuscitate” order.  

One night, Sarah develops a high fever (104 degrees), vomits several times and 
appears very ill. She is taken to the Emergency Room of a local hospital where 
the doctor takes one look at her and demands a “Do Not Resuscitate” order 
from the staff member who brought Sarah to the hospital  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.) Can the staff member authorize a “Do Not Resuscitate” (DNR) order? 

 

2.) Who can authorize a “Do Not Resuscitate” order? 

 

3.) What resources are available to help Sarah, her IDT (Interdisciplinary Team) 
and the physician? 
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Tony’s Case Scenario 
Tony is 26 years old and likes to walk and use the bus, on routes he has 
learned, to get around town. Tony is a “sharp dresser” who enjoys shopping 
and picking out his outfits. Tony enjoys being around children and works part 
time helping with children’s story time at the local library. He owns his own 
home and shares it with a friend of his.  Tony experienced a brain injury when 
he was a teenager that caused a seizure disorder and mild quadriapeses. This 
brain injury also affected his cognitive abilities.  

Recently, a neurologist determined that Tony has a progressive, deteriorating 
neurological condition. The expected course of this disease is gradual, but Tony 
will lose brain functioning leading to total dependence and, ultimately, death.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.) Should Tony be told about his diagnosis? 

2.) Can Tony make an advanced directive specifying what treatment(s) he 
would wish to have in the future when his neurologic condition is 
much worse, and he no longer has capacity? 

3.) Can Tony decide that he wants a “Do Not Resuscitate” order written? 

4.) If Tony can make an advance directive, how can his team (with his 
doctors) help him make an advanced directive? 



For Skills Demonstration – Jeremy’s Case Scenario 

Health Passport 
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Physician/Specialist Contacts: Specialty Phone 
Physician/Specialist: Dr. North Orthopedics (505) 222-4444 
Physician/Specialist: Dr. Leno Allergist (505) 222-3333 
Physician/Specialist: Dr. Compton Optometrist (505) 454-3214 
Physician/Specialist:   

 

Contacts: Phone Cell Phone 
Emergency Contact (24 hr.): Alicia Jones (Sister) (505) 765-4321 (505) 766-1222 
Health Decision-Maker:    
Family Member: Alicia Jones (Sister) (505) 765-4321 (505) 766-1222 
Nursing Contact: Sally Shore, RN (505) 222-2255 (505) 766-5555 
Case Manager: Harvey Chavez (505) 888-8888 (505) 554-1292 
Behavior Support Consultant: Jennifer Lim (505) 283-1922 (505) 758-3255 
Other: N/A   
If other contacts unsuccessful: DDSD Regional Office (9:00 am – 5:00pm M-F)   

 

Major Safety Issues & Risk Factors: 
� Aspiration � Vagus Nerve Stimulator � Incontinent � Glasses 
� Diabetes � Communication Disorder  Constipation � Contact lenses 
� Seizure Disorder  Behavioral Issues � Weight: Loss or Gain � Denture/Partial 
� Sink Integrity � Substance Abuse � Heart Disease � Walker/Cane/Gait Belt 
� G-Tube � Tobacco Use � Fall Risk � Wheelchair 
� J-Tube � Asthma/COPD � Assistive Technology �  
� Pacemaker � CPAP/Sleep apnea � Hearing Aid(s) �  

 

Other Important Information:  Jeremy is very fearful of needles/shots and will actively resist – even aggressively. 
 

Advance Health-Care Directives:   
 

 Yes � No DNR Order: � Yes  No 

 

 
Must attach: Current Medication Administration Record or Current list of medications, Advanced Health-care 
Directives (if applicable)

Name: Jeremy Jones      Date of Birth:  9-30-1970 SS#(last 4 digits): 1234 

Address: 1234 Elm Street Albuquerque, NM 88888  Home Phone: (505) 525-1234  Fax: (505) 525- 1222 

Residential Provider (if applicable): ABC Agency      Phone: (505) 525-1221   

Primary Care Physician: Dr. Jaramillo       Phone: (505) 333-4444   

Dentist: Dr. Sara Lin         Phone (505) 522-1111   

Pharmacy: Phil Mart         Phone: (575) 521-1356   

Health Insurance: Medicare       ID Number: 111-12-1111  

Immunization Date: Influenza: 10-2019    Pneumococcal 10-2017      Tetanus: 5-2015 Other:    

 Allergies (medications, foods, environmental, seasonal):  

All nuts, especially peanuts and all sulfonamides (sulfa-based antibiotics); Seasonal allergies 

               
Signature/Nurse/CM * follow hierarchy     Date/Most Recent Update 
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Master Diagnoses List 

ACTIVE DIAGNOSES 
Axis I ( Primary Psychiatric Diagnoses, Autism, TBI, etc.)  Dates of Dx. 

(if available) 
Physician Making Diagnosis 
(if available) 

   
   
Axis II (Intellectual/Developmental Disability and 
Personality Disorders)  

Dates of Dx. 
(if available) 

Physician Making Diagnosis 
(if available) 

Developmental Disability 3-15-1971  
   
Axis III (Medical Conditions)  Dates of Dx. 

(if available) 
Physician Making Diagnosis 
(if available) 

Cerebral Palsy 3-15-1971  
   
Axis IV (Psychosocial and Environmental Problems)  
   
   
   
Axis V (Global Assessment of Functioning) GAF 
GAF Score = 50    

RESOLVED DIAGNOSES (INACTIVE/HISTORY OF) 
Tonsilectomy 12-1976  
Appendectomy 4-1989  
   
   
Allergies (medications, foods, environmental, seasonal) Specific Signs and Symptoms of Allergic Reaction 
All types of nuts – severe allergy Swollen tongue and throat, trouble breathing 
All sulfonamides (sulf-based antibiotics) Rash, trouble breathing 
Seasonal Red, watery itchy eyes. Jeremey will rub and scratch his 

eyes during allergy season.  
  
  
  

 

 

 
� Please Fax To Agency Nurse/Contact Person: Sally Shore, RN   Fax Number: (505) 525-1222 

Name: Jeremy Jones      Date of Birth:  9-30-1970 SS#(last 4 digits): 1234 

Provider Agency Name:  ABC Agency        Phone: (505) 525-1221 

Etiology of Intellectual/Developmental Disability (if known)         

 
               
Signature Nurse Reviewing/Updating     Date/Most Recent Update 
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